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1 Introdu tion
This ores provides a means to extra t some statisti al parameters about the performan e of a
memory system based on FastMemoryLink (FML):
• the

net bandwidth

• the

average memory a ess time

• the

bus o upan y

a tually transferred)

arried by the link (based on the amount of data that the link has

, whi h is the time, in y les, between the request
being made to the memory ontroller and the rst word of data being transferred.

whi h is the per entage of time during whi h the link was busy and
therefore unavailable for a new request.

The design of this ore is extremely small and simple. It only requires monitoring two signals of
the FML bus: stb and a k. All the ore does is ount the number of y les during whi h these
signals were a tive during a given time period. Software an then derive the parameters using
the equations des ribed below.
The ore is ontrolled via a CSR interfa e.

2 Register map

Register Des ription
0x00

0x04
0x08

When this register has value 1, the two ounters are enabled and are in remented
at ea h y le the FML strobe and a knowledgement signals are respe tively a tive. Writing 1 atomi ally resets the two ounters and allows them to ount.
Writing 0 atomi ally freezes the ounters' values.
Number of y les during whi h the strobe signal was a tive (S). This register is
read only.
Number of y les during whi h the a knowledgement signal was a tive (A). This
register is read only.

3 Interpreting the data
3.1 Notations
In the equations that follow, the following symbols are used:
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• f is the system lo k frequen y in Hz
• T is the time during whi h the ounters have been enabled
• w is the width of a FML word in bits
• n is the FML burst length
• S is the number of y les during whi h the strobe signal was a tive
• A is the number of y les during whi h the a knowledgement signal was a tive (number

of ompleted transfers)

3.2 Net bandwidth
The net bandwidth is given by:

w·n·A
T

3.3 Average memory a ess time
In FML, a master is waiting when the strobe signal is asserted but the a knowledgement signal
is not. Therefore, the total number of wait y les is given by S − A.
The average memory a ess time an thus be omputed as:
S−A
A

3.4 Bus o upan y
In FML, the bus is busy when the strobe signal is asserted. The bus o upan y is therefore
given by:
S
T ·f

3.5 Avoiding overows
The ounters for S and A use 32-bit unsigned values and therefore may overow and wrap if
they are left running for too long. This ondition must be avoided as it will lead to in orre t
reports.
The worst ase for ausing overows is a bus whi h is always busy (the strobe signal is a tive
at all y les). Therefore, overows will be avoided if the following ondition is met:
T · f < 232
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